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C4:  Designing Programs that Engage Small and 
Medium Business Customers
• Commercial buildings that are less than 50,000 square 

feet represent just over half of the commercial floor 
space (not including malls). Utilities and contractors are 
both stepping up efforts to address the efficiency needs 
of this sector. 

• This large volume of the commercial building market 
often has higher energy use due to factors such as 
reduced capital investment in improvements, lack of 
owner focus on physical building upgrades, and absence 
of targeted energy efficiency program offerings. 

• This session will share strategies that are actively being 
used to improve efficiency retrofits for the small and 
medium commercial building industry, including program 
design approaches, targeted end measures, innovative 
incentive structures, and financing mechanisms. 
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Discussion Questions

1. Why is that small and medium commercial building market 
so critical to meeting portfolio efficiency targets? 

2. What are the key challenges necessary to overcome in 
order to achieve wide scale savings across this market? 

3. What are the primary barriers to date, and what program 
delivery approaches are successfully overcoming these 
challenges? 

4. How do you market to these owners and decision makers? 
5. Which efficiency measures are most relevant and readily 

adopted for smaller and medium-sized commercial 
buildings?
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Summary / Outline

• Q1. Why is that small and medium 
commercial building market so critical to 
meeting portfolio efficiency targets? 

• Q4. How do you market to these owners 
and decision makers? 

• CBEI’s Approach to energy retrofits in the 
SMSCB market, and some Findings to 
date
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Why is that small and medium 
commercial building market so 
critical to meeting portfolio 
efficiency targets? 
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• Reducing building energy use is a 
national priority (EPAct 2005)

• Despite ~50% improvement in 
equipment efficiency (since 
1970s), building energy use has 
only declined by 15%

• Challenge: SMSCB* are diffuse 
(>95% of comm. bldgs.), ~half 
(>47%) of commercial building 
energy consumption, and has 
received little attention

Why is the small and medium commercial building 
market so critical to meeting portfolio efficiency 

targets?

Residential 
Buildings

22%

*Small and Medium Sized Commercial Buildings 
(less than 250k square feet) 

Based on data from NREL, DOE, and the National Trust for Historic Preservation

Annual Energy Use by Sector in USA

SMSCB*

Large Commercial 
Buildings

Commercial 
Buildings

18%

Industry
32%

Transportation
28%

Residential 
Buildings

22%

(focus of CBEI)
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Building Sector vs. Other Sectors
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How do you market to these owners 
and decision makers? 
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SMSCB Building Owners Told Us…
• Seek to understand the building from the 

Building Owner’s (BO) point-of-view
– Valued Asset or … Not?
– Financial Metrics
– Asset Management Plan

• Don’t just sell… act as an advocate for the 
BO for all his/her building’s needs

• Leverage successful projects
• Guarantee/warrant savings and provide 

follow-up documentation of savings
• Address historic/regional nature of building 

stock

Source:  DVIRC – VSM Report 2.0
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How do you market to these owners and 
decision makers? 
• Leverage ‘Specifying Triggers’
• ‘Phased’ Asset Management Plans ‘on the 

shelf’
• Installers and Small Contractors

– Sell What the Client Values
– Build Trust with Client
– Leverage Network of Trade Allies
– Well Documented Solutions
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Deep Energy Retrofit Triggers
• Adaptive reuse or market positioning
• (Near) end-of-life roof, window, or siding 

replacement
• (Near) end-of-life HVAC, lighting, major 

equipment
• Upgrades to meet code
• New Acquisition or Refinancing
• Fixing an “Energy Hog”
• Major Occupancy Change
• Energy Management Planning for Portfolio 

of Buildings
Source:  Rocky Mountain Institute, Retrofit Depot
http://www.rmi.org/retrofit_depot_101_specifying_triggers
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A Word on Selling Efficiency to SMSCBs
• Keep it short  
• Skip connecting energy-efficient products to 

environmental concerns
• Sell the value of efficiency that resonates with prospect’s 

segment, industry, organization and role within their 
organization

• Reframe energy efficiency solutions as an amenity that 
gets prospects more of what they know they want 
– occupancy, comfort, productivity, yield, higher foot traffic, 

higher sales, etc.
• Brief financial analysis should speak language of client

– consider expanded style of life-cycle-cost analysis that better 
quantifies financial benefits

• Follow-up to confirm savings, present savings, discover 
any unexpected benefits, build more leads.
Source:  Jewell & Christenson, Selling Energy: Inspiring 
Ideas That Get More Projects Approved!, 2014. 
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CBEI’s Approach to increasing 
energy retrofits in the
SMSCB market
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The CBEI Approach
• Develop cost-effective packages of technology 

solutions that have demonstrated energy 
savings

• Adapt solutions to the technical level of SMSCB 
owners and service providers who are engaged 
in planning and execution of demonstration 
efforts

• Engage with key stakeholders (retrofit industry, 
building owners, tenants, utilities, cities, 
regulators) in non-ideal settings

• Integrate workforce considerations: skills and 
training models

• Build on DOE innovations
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Partial List of CBEI Findings
RETROFIT MEASURES
• Advanced Supervisory 

Control and Building 101 
• Distributed RTU Controls 
• AHU Automated Fault 

Detection and Diagnostics
• RTU Automated Fault 

Detection and Diagnostics 
• Standardized Wall Retrofit 

System
• HVAC Retrofit Solutions

TOOLS & TECHNIQUES
• Benchmarking, 

Disclosure, Training, and 
Market Transparency

• Building Energy Retrofits 
and Asset Management 
Planning 

• Occupancy Evaluation 
and IAQ Assessment 

• Building 661 Integrative 
Design Process 
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Distributed RTU Controls
• Multiple RTUs serving the same space operate inefficiently

– simultaneously heating and cooling
• Field demonstration of a predictive control algorithm

– wireless thermostats networked together
– Multiple RTUs coordinated

• Optimization algorithm controls RTUs for efficient operation
– RTU power reduced ~22%; comfort improved

• Scaling via national facilities management and maintenance company

Source:  CBEI Finding ‐ Distributed RTU Controls for a 
Strip Center Restaurant
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Building Energy Retrofits and Asset 
Management Planning

• Speaks language of commercial real estate
• Leverage end of useful life of major 

equipment replacements to evaluate related 
building systems in context of a deep retrofit. 

– Efficiency portion of investment becomes 
incremental

– After reducing thermal and electrical loads, the 
capital cost of replacements may be lower

• Tenant changes: retrofit costs become 
incremental and can offset other expenses, 
especially when upgrading a 
building’s class level.

• Finance building energy upgrades 
during purchase transaction.

• Delivering low-cost energy asset 
planning requires:

– low-cost whole building analytics
– private/public economics that

reduce planning cost/risk
– Experienced service providers
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Workforce Standards
(DOE‐NIBS)

AER Competency Model

AER Career Map

Graphical Schema

Advanced Critical AER Education, Training and 
Credentialing 

Accomplishments: (1) Provided version 1.0 
competency model to NIBS in support of 
workforce standard development (2) 
Developed and tested portable and scalable 
education strategies in key value‐added 
building energy auditing processes (3) 
Developed draft job descriptions for entry, 
mid, and advanced positions in key verticals
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Thank you


